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Background and Purpose—Traumatic brain injury (TBI) leads to nearly 300 000 annual US hospitalizations and increased
lifetime risk of acute ischemic stroke (AIS). Occurrence of AIS immediately after TBI has not been well characterized.
We evaluated AIS acutely after TBI and its impact on outcome.
Methods—A prospective database of moderate to severe TBI survivors, admitted to inpatient rehabilitation at 22 Traumatic
Brain Injury Model Systems centers and their referring acute-care hospitals, was analyzed. Outcome measures were
AIS incidence, duration of posttraumatic amnesia, Functional Independence Measure, and Disability Rating Scale, at
rehabilitation discharge.
Results—Between October 1, 2007, and March 31, 2015, 6488 patients with TBI were enrolled in the Traumatic Brain Injury
Model Systems National Database. One hundred and fifty-nine (2.5%) patients had a concurrent AIS, and among these,
median age was 40 years. AIS was associated with intracranial mass effect and carotid or vertebral artery dissection. Highvelocity events more commonly caused TBI with dissection. AIS predicted poorer outcome by all measures, accounting
for a 13.3-point reduction in Functional Independence Measure total score (95% confidence interval, −16.8 to −9.7;
P<0.001), a 1.9-point increase in Disability Rating Scale (95% confidence interval, 1.3–2.5; P<0.001), and an 18.3-day
increase in posttraumatic amnesia duration (95% confidence interval, 13.1–23.4; P<0.001).
Conclusions—Ischemic stroke is observed acutely in 2.5% of moderate to severe TBI survivors and predicts worse functional
and cognitive outcome. Half of TBI patients with AIS were aged ≤40 years, and AIS patients more often had cervical
dissection.Vigilance forAIS is warranted acutely after TBI, particularly after high-velocity events.   (Stroke. 2017;48:1802-1809.
DOI: 10.1161/STROKEAHA.117.017327.)
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T

raumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major public health
concern, leading to an estimated 2.2 million emergency
department visits and 300 000 hospitalizations in the United
States each year.1–4 A heterogeneous injury classification, TBI
may include multiple mechanisms of brain insult occurring
in isolation, in tandem, or sequentially. These include intraparenchymal, subarachnoid, and intraventricular hemorrhage;
contusion; mass effect; diffuse axonal injury, seizures; and
disruption of cerebral blood vessel structural integrity.5 In
the rapidly moving environment of acute trauma care, some
sequelae of TBI may be occult initially, with signs and symptoms that are subtle or masked by other co-occurring physiological derangements. In this context, specific TBIs that

disrupt or lead to occlusion of normal cerebrovascular circulation can produce ischemia in affected cerebral territories.
If not treated, this may result in irreversible acute ischemic
stroke (AIS).
Ischemic stroke is a leading neurological emergency and
a major cause of death and disability, affecting ≈700 000
individuals each year in the United States6 Prompt recognition of AIS is critical for recovery, with a narrow window for
therapeutic interventions associated with improved outcomes.
The principal emergent treatment available for the past 2
decades, thrombolytic therapy with recombinant tissue-type
plasminogen activator, must be administered within 3 to 4.5
hours after AIS symptom onset for optimal efficacy.7,8 Based
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on limited available clinical trial evidence, recombinant tissue-type plasminogen activator currently is contraindicated
for ischemic stroke after recent, serious head trauma in US
stroke guidelines because of potential increased bleeding risk.
However, the guidelines provide that physicians with expertise in stroke care may modify the recommendations.9,10 In
2015, several major randomized clinical trials reported results
that demonstrated endovascular thrombectomy is associated
with improved functional outcome after AIS, suggesting the
possibility of an important new tool for AIS treatment.11–13 The
therapeutic window for these intra-arterial procedures also is
limited—to 4.5 to 8 hours after stroke symptom onset. Since
the approval of tissue-type plasminogen activator as an AIS
treatment in 1996,14 there have been increasing numbers of
designated stroke centers established at larger medical centers. The association between TBI and ischemic stroke, thus,
far has received relatively scant research attention, despite
what is known about the pathophysiology of brain trauma in
precipitating cerebral ischemia. The role of TBI as a risk factor for longer-term ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke onset has
been investigated, with increased risk reported in a limited
number of recent studies.15,16 To date, however, there has been
little clinical or research focus on AIS occurring during the
hours and days immediately after TBI.
In light of the paucity of clinical evidence on AIS in TBI
and the importance of early recognition and treatment, we
sought to assess the frequency of AIS acutely after TBI in
a large, multi-year, multicenter cohort of TBI patients. Data
from 22 acute inpatient brain injury rehabilitation centers and
their referring acute-care hospitals in the Traumatic Brain I
jury Model Systems (TBIMS) National Database (NDB) were
analyzed. Our objective for this study was to characterize the
incidence of AIS after moderate to severe TBI among a population that subsequently received inpatient rehabilitation and
evaluate its role in short-term outcome.

Methods

duration of posttraumatic amnesia, and emergence of posttraumatic
amnesia by rehabilitation discharge (online-only Data Supplement).

Statistical Analysis
For the main study analyses, patients were dichotomized into those
with AIS versus no AIS. Clinical characteristics and outcome measures were treated as continuous or categorical variables, as appropriate, and were dichotomized or categorized into logical or clinically
relevant groupings.
Dichotomous variables were analyzed with the Pearson χ2 test or
Fisher exact test where appropriate. Continuous variables were analyzed with the independent samples Student t test (2-tailed) when
normally distributed. For categorical variables and those not normally
distributed, nonparametric tests (Mann–Whitney U test and Kruskal–
Wallis test) were used. Independent associations with AIS onset,
and predictors of outcome, were identified with multivariable linear
regression for continuous outcome variables and backward stepwise
logistic regression for dichotomous outcome variables. Factors with
clinical relevance found to be associated with AIS incidence and outcome in univariate analyses were incorporated in multivariable models. Significance was set at P<0.05. Data were analyzed with SPSS
version 22.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY).

AIS Data Sensitivity Analysis
Validity and reliability of AIS diagnoses were assessed by secondary
analyses of TBIMS NDB data (online-only Data Supplement).

Results
During the study period, 6488 patients with moderate to severe
TBI were enrolled in the TBIMS NDB. Of these patients, 159
(2.5%) were diagnosed with AIS before acute hospital discharge. Among all study patients, 73% were male; median
age was 42 years (range 16–99), and 68% were white. The
most common causes of TBI were automobile, truck, and bus
crashes (31%) followed by falls (31%), motorcycle crashes
(12%), and traumatic pedestrian events (7%). At time of initial
presentation after injury, 41% of patients did not follow commands (Glasgow Coma Scale motor score <6; Table 1).

Patients With Ischemic Stroke Onset

This study was a retrospective analysis of a prospective cohort of
patients with acute, moderate to severe TBI enrolled in the TBIMS
NDB. The sample included subjects discharged from acute hospitalization between October 1, 2007, and March 31, 2015, a period
during which an extended range of concurrent medical conditions
were recorded for each patient in the TBIMS NDB by International
Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification
code. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at
each participating center.

Among patients with AIS, median age was 40 years (range
16–90 years; Table II in the online-only Data Supplement),
71% were male, 66% were white, and the most common cause
of injury was motor vehicle crashes (34%) followed by falls
(28%). Median duration of acute hospitalization after TBI,
during which time AIS was diagnosed, was 25 days (range
4–125 days).

Study Data

Ischemic Stroke Data Consistency
and Sensitivity Analysis

Neuroanatomic data for study patients in the TBIMS NDB were
derived from radiology reports of brain computed tomography
obtained clinically during acute care. International Classification of
Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification codes designated
for AIS in the study analysis were 433.01 to 433.91 and 434.01 to
434.91 (Table I in the online-only Data Supplement). International
Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification
codes designated for cervical artery dissection were 443.21 and
443.24.

Outcome Measures
Study outcome measures were Functional Independence Measure
Total, Motor and Cognitive scores,17 Disability Rating Scale18,

During the 7.5-year study period, AIS was diagnosed in
patients at 20 of the 22 centers. The incidence of AIS at centers ranged between 0% and 5.1%, and the incidence of AIS
in each calendar year of the study period ranged from 1.9% to
3.3% (Table III in the online-only Data Supplement).
In the sensitivity analysis, with a secondary review of medical records and radiological findings for a sample of study
patients at the center with the greatest number of AIS patients,
19 AIS patients (100%) had confirmed new onset of ischemic
stroke after the TBI for which they were enrolled in the NDB.
Among these patients, one had a previous ischemic stroke,
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Table 1. Comparison of TBI Patient and Injury Onset Characteristics by Ischemic Stroke Incidence
Patient and Injury Characteristics

All (n=6488)

No Ischemic Stroke
(n=6329)

Ischemic Stroke
(n=159)

P Value

Age at injury

42 (16–99)

42 (16–99)

40 (16–90)

NS

Male

4725 (73)

4612 (73)

113 (71)

NS

 White

4386 (68)

4281 (68)

105 (66)

 Black or African American

1022 (16)

992 (16)

30 (19)

 Hispanic or Latino

788 (12)

773 (12)

15 (9)

OR

95% CI

0.915

0.646–1.294

Race/ethnicity

NS

 Other

81 (1)

79 (1)

2 (1)

Atrial fibrillation

333 (5)

327 (5)

6 (4)

NS

0.720

0.316–1.640

Atrial flutter

38 (1)

35 (1)

3 (2)

0.065

3.458

1.052–11.365

Hypertension

1683 (26)

1648 (26)

35 (22)

NS

0.802

0.549–1.172

 MVC

1994 (31)

1940 (31)

54 (34)

 Fall

2038 (31)

1994 (31)

44 (28)

 Sports

137 (2)

131 (2)

6 (4)

 Falling/flying object

82 (1)

79 (1)

3 (2)

 Gunshot

222 (3)

211 (3)

11 (7)

13 (3–15)

13 (3–15)

12.5 (3–15)

NS

 Eye

3 (1–4)

3 (1–4)

2.5 (1–4)

NS

 Verbal

4 (1–5)

4 (1–5)

4 (1–5)

NS

 Motor*

5 (1–6)

5 (1–6)

5 (1–6)

NS

  6. Obeys commands

2250 (35)

2211 (35)

39 (24)

  5. Localizes

788 (12)

773 (12)

15 (9)

  4. Withdraws

555 (9)

544 (9)

11 (7)

  3. Flexion

158 (2)

156 (2)

2 (1)

  2. Extension

116 (2)

111 (2)

5 (3)

  1. No response

1021 (16)

995 (16)

26 (16)

 ED GCS Motor<6* (not
following commands)

2638 (41)

2579 (41)

59 (37)

0.771

0.512–1.160

Cause of injury
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0.015

ED GCS (initial presentation)
 Total unadjusted (excludes
intubated, sedated)

NS

NS

Data are N (%), median (range); NS >0.100. CI indicates confidence interval; ED, emergency department; GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale; MVC, motor vehicle
crash; NS, nonsignificant; and TBI, traumatic brain injury.
*Among 4888 patients with available GCS Motor score data.

not related to TBI. Seven (37%) of these patients presented
initially to a remote healthcare facility after injury and were
subsequently transferred emergently to an urban hospital for
acute care, while 12 (63%) patients presented initially to an
urban emergency department (Table IV in the online-only
Data Supplement).

Univariate Comparison of TBI Patients
by Ischemic Stroke Onset
No significant differences were observed between AIS and nonAIS groups in demographic characteristics, including median
age, injury cause, severity of initial presentation by Glasgow
Coma Scale Motor score or ischemic stroke risk factors, atrial

fibrillation, atrial flutter, or hypertension (Table 1). In terms of
acute neuroanatomic characteristics after injury, patients who
developed AIS were more likely to have radiological evidence
of intracranial mass effect, with compression of basal cisterns
or midline shift of cerebral structures (50% AIS versus 38%
no AIS; odds ratio [OR], 1.515; 95% confidence interval [CI],
1.024–2.241; P=0.036). Forty percent of TBI patients had
intracranial pressure monitors placed. Among these, patients
with AIS were more likely to have elevated intracranial pressure, although this only trended toward significance (63.5%
AIS versus 54% no AIS; P=0.106; Table 2).
AIS patients were more likely to have subcortical white
matter damage (31% AIS versus 20% no AIS; OR, 1.879;
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Table 2. Comparison of TBI Onset* Neuroanatomic Characteristics by Ischemic Stroke Incidence
All (n=6488)

No Ischemic
Stroke (n=6329)

Ischemic Stroke
(n=159)

  No intracranial compression

3750 (58)

3676 (58)

74 (46)

  Cisterns present, midline shift 1–5 mm

711 (11)

692 (11)

19 (12)

  Cisterns compressed or absent, shift 0–5 mm

504 (8)

486 (8)

18 (11)

  Midline shift >5 mm

968 (15)

935 (15)

33 (21)

Neuroanatomic Characteristic

P Value

OR

95% CI

Intracranial mass effect
 Basal cistern compression/midline shift

  Extent shift, cistern compression not specified

0.034

306 (5)

297 (5)

9 (6)

 Any cistern compression or midline shift

2489 (38)

2410 (38)

79 (50)

0.003

1.628

1.181–2.245

 Midline shift >5 mm (vs ≤5 mm or none)

968 (15)

935 (15)

33 (21)

0.036

1.515

1.024–2.241

Intracranial hemorrhage or fluid collection/injury
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 Intraventricular hemorrhage

1675 (26)

1637 (26)

38 (24)

NS

0.908

0.626–1.316

 Punctate/petechial hemorrhage

1474 (23)

1443 (23)

31 (19)

NS

0.826

0.554–1.231

 Cortical injury

4137 (64)

4034 (64)

103 (65)

NS

1.071

0.759–1.512

 Noncortical injury

1310 (20)

1260 (20)

50 (31)

<0.001

1.879

1.332–2.651

 Subarachnoid or subdural fluid collection

5180 (80)

5048 (80)

132 (83)

NS

1.370

0.852–2.203

 Epidural hemorrhage or fluid collection

708 (11)

688 (11)

20 (13)

NS

1.190

0.739–1.917

 Carotid artery dissection

66 (1%)

56 (1)

10 (6)

<0.001

7.518

3.763–15.022

 Vertebral artery dissection

46 (1%)

40 (1)

6 (4)

0.001

6.166

2.576–14.760

 Carotid or vertebral artery dissection

107 (2)

92 (1)

15 (9)

<0.001

7.062

3.993–12.490

Extra-axial hemorrhage or fluid collection

Cervical artery dissection

Data are N (%). NS >0.100. CI indicates confidence interval; NS, nonsignificant; OR, odds ratio; and TBI, traumatic brain injury.
*Findings from brain computed tomography obtained within 7 days of injury.

95% CI, 1.332–2.651; P<0.001), including injuries in the
basal ganglia, brain stem, corpus callosum, and other white
matter tracts. AIS patients also were more likely to have either
a carotid artery dissection or vertebral artery dissection (9.4%
AIS versus 1.5% no AIS; OR, 7.0; 95% CI, 4.0–12.5; P<0.001;
Table 2). Events involving higher velocity (motorcycle and
other motor vehicle collisions) were more often the cause of
injury when cervical dissection resulted (64% in patients with
dissection versus 42% in patients with no dissection; P<0.001;
OR, 2.491; 95% CI, 1.671–3.712).
In univariate analyses, presence of AIS was associated
with significantly worse outcome by all measures assessed,
including lower Functional Independence Measure scores,
poorer Disability Rating Scale scores, and longer duration
of posttraumatic amnesia (Table V in the online-only Data
Supplement).

Independent Associations With
Ischemic Stroke Onset
In a multivariable analysis controlling for age, sex, injury
cause, and atrial arrhythmias and hypertension, independent
associations with AIS onset were neuroanatomic aspects of
the brain injury, including compression of basal cisterns or
midline shift (adjusted OR, 1.589; 95% CI, 1.151–2.195;
P=0.005), damage to subcortical white matter tracts (adjusted

OR, 1.853; 95% CI, 1.313–2.615; P<0.001), and the presence
of atrial flutter (adjusted OR, 3.560; 95% CI, 1.078–11.750;
P=0.037; Table 3).

Multivariable Analysis of Ischemic
Stroke and Outcome
In multivariable analyses controlling for age, sex, injury type,
and acute postinjury neuroanatomic characteristics, AIS predicted worse outcome by all measures considered. At the time of
inpatient rehabilitation discharge, AIS accounted for a 13-point
reduction in Functional Independence Measure Total score
(95% CI, −16.8 to −9.7; P<0.001) and a 1.9-point increase in
Disability Rating Scale total score (95% CI, 1.3–2.5; P<0.001).
AIS accounted for an 18.3-day increase in duration of posttraumatic amnesia (95% CI, 13.1–23.4; P<0.001; Table 4).

Discussion
This study of a large, geographically disperse, multicenter
sample of patients with moderate to severe TBI for a 7.5-year
period found onset of AIS in ≈2.5% of the cohort. Median
age of those who developed AIS was 40 years. Median age of
the overall TBI study sample was 42 years. Stroke was identified during acute treatment after TBI and occurred within a
median of 25 days after injury in these patients, with exact
onset timing unknown. Factors independently associated with
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Table 3. Multivariate Analysis of Associations With Ischemic
Stroke Onset (All Study TBI Patients, n=6223)

Factor*

AOR

P Value

Older age, y

NS

Sex (male)

NS

Injury type (MVC or motorcycle)

NS

95%
Confidence
Interval

Midline shift or compression

1.589

0.005

1.151–2.195

Subcortical injury

1.853

<0.001

1.313–2.615

Cortical injury

NS

Atrial fibrillation
Atrial flutter
Hypertension

NS
3.560

0.037

1.078–11.750

NS
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NS>0.100. AOR indicates adjusted odds ratio; MVC, motor vehicle crash; and
NS, nonsignificant.
*Multivariate logistic regression.

AIS included intracranial mass effect, damage to white matter tracts of the brain, and atrial flutter. Outcome in patients
who developed AIS was poorer by all measures assessed when
compared with patients who did not experience AIS immediately after TBI.

Overall Magnitude of Ischemic Stroke in TBI
Although enrollment in the TBIMS NDB includes only people with moderate to severe TBI who received inpatient rehabilitation, the study’s findings may help inform preliminary
estimates of the overall extent of AIS after TBI. As many as
300 000 individuals are hospitalized in the United States each
year with a primary diagnosis of TBI of all severities,1 and
≈20 000 receive inpatient rehabilitation for a primary diagnosis of TBI.19 If a substantial proportion of individuals hospitalized with moderate to severe TBI were also found to have
a similar incidence of AIS, this would equate to hundreds or
thousands of new ischemic strokes annually in the United
States likely attributable to TBI, with a substantially larger
number worldwide. Including all hospitalized head-injury
patients in this type of extrapolation may overestimate the true
incidence of AIS after TBI by incorporating some milder head
injuries, although this is not certain. Alternately, underestimation in this extrapolation may occur from failing to include
patients who die after TBI and those with TBI who do not
receive inpatient rehabilitation, both of which may have AIS
episodes. Regardless, the findings from the current study suggest that incidence of ischemic stroke after TBI acutely is an
important public health concern.
To our knowledge, no previous recent studies have
attempted to quantify the incidence and characterize ischemic
stroke that is associated acutely with TBI. Some investigators have explored the role of TBI as a potential risk factor
for development of ischemic stroke in longer time frames
(months or years) after TBI. For example, a retrospective
review of trauma patients in California found a 1.1% incidence
of ischemic stroke in TBI patients 14 to 44 months after initial injury.20 This incidence is comparable to the frequency of

ischemic stroke we identified acutely in our TBIMS sample.
A separate research group investigated composite incidence
of all stroke types (ischemic and hemorrhagic) in adults in
Taiwan 3 months, 1 year, and 5 years after TBI and reported
stroke incidence of 2.91%, 4.17%, and 8.20%, respectively.21
Annual incidence of new or recurrent ischemic stroke in the
overall US population is 213 per 100 000 individuals (0.2%).6
The risk is approximately double in current smokers and black
or African Americans and elevated with high blood pressure
and age >55 years.6 By contrast, the incidence of ischemic
stroke acutely among patients with moderate to severe TBI in
this study was the equivalent of 2450 per 100 000 individuals
(2.5%).

Treatment Implications for Early Diagnosis of AIS
Ischemic stroke after TBI can be harmful whether experienced
acutely or at a later time. However, ischemic stroke that arises
immediately after TBI may warrant particular attention given
its robust association with poorer patient outcomes, which
may be avoidable with timely intervention. The narrow window of time to treat ischemic stroke and preserve brain function makes better understanding of AIS after TBI critical. As
with spontaneous ischemic stroke, AIS after TBI involves disruption or occlusion of normal blood flow to regions of the
brain, resulting in ischemia and infarction. Thrombolysis with
tissue-type plasminogen activator is contraindicated for severe
TBI under 2013 guidelines of the American Heart Association
and American Stroke Association.9 However, those guidelines state that the recommendation is based on sparse clinical evidence and specify that a physician with expertise in
treatment of acute stroke may modify the contraindication
list. Enactment of acute stroke protocols, with rapid magnetic
resonance imaging acquisition and other specialized neuroimaging, including angiography, to better identify AIS and
dissection, may be warranted when clinical manifestations
suggest stroke onset acutely after TBI. Similarly, antiplatelet
or anticoagulation therapy may be an appropriate consideration if dissection is observed.
In some cases, AIS may have immediately preceded or precipitated TBI in the field, with the exact timing of each condition difficult to ascertain. Implications for treatment of stroke
in such scenarios are no less pressing. Accurate diagnosis of
TBI and AIS also has implications for prognosis and for care
decisions beyond acute treatment, including specific rehabilitation regimen, and secondary prevention, such as lifestyle
modification. Furthermore, onset of AIS creates an increased
risk for recurrent ischemic stroke, although the frequency of
this in TBI has not been well studied. With an average annual
rate of future ischemic stroke after incident ischemic stroke
or transient ischemic attack of 3% to 4%, evidence-based preventive therapies are recommended for AIS by the American
Heart Association and the American Stroke Association.22
Those preventive measures include smoking cessation, proper
nutrition, control of hypertension and hyperlipidemia, and
antiplatelet therapy. Secondary prevention could potentially
benefit individuals who experience AIS immediately after
TBI. Future studies that elucidate the specific mechanisms
that may lead to AIS after TBI could help guide secondary
prevention efforts in these cases.
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Table 4. Predictors of Inpatient Rehabilitation Outcome in TBI
Outcome and Predictors*

Unstandardized β

SE

P Value

95% CI for β

Rehab discharge FIM total score (n=6119)

Adjusted R2
0.095

 Constant

103.492

1.548

<0.001

100.456 to 106.527

 Older age

−0.221

0.015

<0.001

−0.250 to −0.191

 Sex (male)

1.060

0.635

0.095

−0.185 to 2.306

 Injury type (MVC or motorcycle)

−4.049

0.620

<0.001

−5.264 to −2.835

 Ischemic stroke

−13.273

1.820

<0.001

−16.840 to −9.705

 Intraventricular hemorrhage

−7.596

0.644

<0.001

−8.859 to −6.333

 Midline shift or cistern compression

−5.679

0.592

<0.001

−6.838 to −4.519

 Noncortical injury

−6.709

0.706

<0.001

−8.092 to −5.325

 Cortical injury

−1.121

0.616

0.069

−2.327 to 0.086

Rehab discharge DRS (n=6133)

̶

0.073
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 Constant

4.199

0.253

<0.001

3.703 to 4.694

 Older age

0.016

0.002

<0.001

0.011 to 0.021

 Sex (male)

0.176

0.104

0.091

−0.028 to 0.380

 Injury type (MVC or motorcycle)

0.316

0.101

<0.001

0.118 to 0.515

 Ischemic stroke

1.875

0.297

<0.001

1.293 to 2.456

 Intraventricular hemorrhage

1.302

0.105

<0.001

1.095 to 1.508

 Midline shift or cistern compression

0.982

0.097

<0.001

0.793 to 1.172

 Noncortical injury

0.862

0.116

<0.001

0.635 to 1.088

 Cortical injury

0.314

0.101

0.002

0.116 to 0.511

Duration of PTA (n=6074)

̶

0.099

 Constant

14.469

 Older age

−0.154

 Sex (male)

3.958

 Injury type (MVC or motorcycle)

5.562

 Ischemic stroke

18.272

 Intraventricular hemorrhage

12.523

 Midline shift or cistern compression

8.920

 Noncortical injury

9.666

 Cortical injury

6.364

2.259

<0.001

10.041 to 18.897

0.022

<0.001

−0.198 to −0.111

0.927

<0.001

2.140 to 5.776

0.905

<0.001

3.788 to 7.337

2.623

<0.001

13.131 to 23.414

0.944

<0.001

10.672 to 14.374

0.863

<0.001

7.228 to 10.612

1.033

<0.001

7.842 to 11.691

0.898

<0.001

4.604 to 8.125

CI indicates confidence interval; DRS, Disability Rating Scale; FIM, Functional Independence Measure; MVC, motor vehicle crash; PTA,
posttraumatic amnesia; and TBI, traumatic brain injury.
*Multivariate linear regression.

Implications of Patient Age in AIS After TBI
The median age of patients with AIS in this study was 40
years. Thirteen percent of AIS patients were aged 16 to 20
years and one third were <25 years. Patient age may play a
role in clinical suspicion and recognition of AIS when it
occurs as an acute sequela to TBI. Historically, TBI has been
more common in younger individuals, with a median age of
onset in the 30s, although the affected population is aging.23,24
While ischemic stroke historically has affected predominantly
older adults, its frequency in a younger population has been
increasing.25–30 This trend is of particular concern because
stroke in younger individuals may lead to disability during the
most productive years of life. Risk factors for ischemic stroke

in young adults include hypertension, smoking, diabetes mellitus, and obesity.30 Stroke in young adults also has other etiologies that are not fully understood but may differ from those
of ischemic stroke in individuals of more advanced age, particularly a greater association with cervical artery dissection.31
While our study suggests mass effect and cervical dissection
are associated with AIS onset after TBI, future prospective
studies may help better characterize specific mechanisms
leading to AIS acutely in these types of brain injuries.

Limitations
The study is based on a database of patients who experienced TBI, received acute hospital care, and subsequently
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were admitted for care at hospitals providing specialized
inpatient rehabilitation for TBI. As such, it may incorporate
unintended selection bias from exclusion of TBI patients
who did not have access to such rehabilitation geographically, financially, or because of referral patterns. The study
includes only survivors of acute hospitalization, thereby,
excluding patients who may have had a stroke during
that care and died. It is possible that in some cases, ischemic stroke precipitated TBI. Although this is less likely
in younger patients, and known risk factors for AIS were
assessed, the exact timing of concurrent TBI and AIS relative to each other is not possible to ascertain from our data.
The study also was not designed to assess therapeutic intervention for ischemic stroke and cannot evaluate the role that
any acute stroke treatment administered may have had for
outcome in AIS patients in this TBI sample. The number
of patients in the sample with evidence of atrial flutter was
small, suggesting caution is warranted in interpreting findings of association between this condition and outcome. The
study used a large database, which provided sufficient power
to detect AIS prevalence in TBI. However, this analysis was
limited in clinical detail regarding the precise mechanisms
of injury leading to AIS and resulting deficits. The study was
based on medical record coding for billing purposes, which
is subject to error. Coding would only be expected to pick
up AIS where it was identified and mentioned in the medical
record and would not capture undiagnosed instances. For
patients with disordered consciousness, AIS may be more
likely to go unidentified.

Conclusions
Ischemic stroke is observed acutely in 2.5% of moderate to
severe TBI patients who receive rehabilitation and independently predicts worse functional and cognitive outcome after
controlling for age, sex, and injury cause. Half of patients with
new-onset AIS after TBI are ≤40 years. Cervical dissection
is observed more frequently in patients who experience AIS
after TBI, and higher-velocity events are more commonly the
cause of TBI when dissections are observed. These findings
may help guide identification and diagnosis of AIS, help initial treatment decisions when AIS is suspected after TBI, and
help direct appropriate subsequent rehabilitation and secondary prevention. Vigilance for AIS is warranted when associated signs or symptoms are observed acutely after TBI or
polytrauma, particularly in higher-velocity injuries, given the
narrow available therapeutic window.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
METHODS
Study Population
Study patients were survivors of new-onset TBI who were subsequently admitted to Model
Systems inpatient brain injury rehabilitation centers. For the Traumatic Brain Injury Model
Systems National Database (TBIMS NDB), TBI is defined for the TBIMS NDB as brain tissue
damage caused by an external mechanical force. Inclusion criteria include age ≥ 16 years at
injury, presentation to a Model System designated acute hospital within 72 hours of injury and at
least one of the following: post-traumatic amnesia (PTA) >24 hours, loss of consciousness >30
minutes, a Glasgow Coma Scale1 (GCS) Total score <13 on initial presentation to a health care
facility, or trauma-related intracranial abnormalities identified on neuroimaging.
Study data
For the study period, as many as 20 ancillary medical conditions were abstracted from the acute
medical record by ICD-9-CM code for each patient in the TBIMS NDB. Other patient data from
the TBIMS NDB included in the study analysis were demographics, hospital course variables
such as intracranial pressure (ICP) monitoring, and clinical status at the time of acute
hospitalization, and during inpatient rehabilitation. These clinical characteristics included GCS
score at emergency department presentation, cause of injury, and days from injury to inpatient
rehabilitation admission.
Outcome measures
For the FIMTM measure, the range of scores is 13 to 126, with the lowest indicating complete
dependence and the highest, complete independence. For the DRS, the range is 0 to 29, with 0

indicating normal and 29 indicating a vegetative state. FIMTM and DRS were assessed at time of
inpatient rehabilitation admission and discharge. PTA duration during the acute care stay was
abstracted from the acute hospitalization medical record. During the rehabilitation stay PTA was
assessed by administration of the Galveston Orientation and Amnesia Test (GOAT)2 or the
Orientation Log (O-Log).3 PTA was recorded as a dichotomous variable (emerged vs. no
emergence, prior to inpatient rehabilitation discharge), and as a continuous variable (duration, in
days). For patients who did not emerge from PTA before inpatient rehabilitation discharge,
duration was quantified as number of days from injury to rehabilitation discharge.
Computed tomography (CT) data
CT findings were categorized following modified Marshall Scale criteria4 used in the TBIMS
database methodology. The TBIMS system includes status of basal cisterns and degree of
midline shift of cerebral hemispheric structures, but no measurement of lesion volume. The most
abnormal findings on radiology reports in the initial seven days following injury onset are
recorded.
Acute ischemic stroke data sensitivity analysis
Validity and reliability of AIS diagnoses were assessed by secondary analyses of TBIMS NDB
data. The acuity of ischemic stroke (onset after TBI vs. pre-existing) was evaluated with a
secondary review of clinical records for a subset of the AIS patients (using cases from the
inpatient rehabilitation center with the largest number of AIS episodes reported). The evaluation
included available neuroimaging and electronic medical records for the following time points:
injury onset, emergency department presentation, acute hospitalization and inpatient
rehabilitation admission and discharge. In a separate analysis, longitudinal and geographic
consistency of ICD-9-CM coding for AIS were assessed by calculating the proportion of AIS

coded for each year in the study sample, and for each inpatient rehabilitation center. Medical
records for cases with AIS diagnosis were reviewed to verify AIS diagnosis. Cases without AIS
diagnosis were not assessed in this way.
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES
Supplemental Table I. Frequency of ischemic stroke by ICD-9 category in TBI sample

ICD-9
Code
433.01
433.11
433.21
433.31
433.81
434.01
434.11
434.91
Total

ICD-9 Category Description
Occlusion and stenosis of precerebral arteries, Basilar artery, with infarction
Occlusion and stenosis of carotid artery with cerebral infarction
Occlusion and stenosis of vertebral artery with cerebral infarction
Occlusion and stenosis of multiple and bilateral precerebral arteries with cerebral infarction
Occlusion and stenosis of other specified precerebral artery with cerebral infarction
Cerebral thrombosis with infarction
Cerebral embolism with cerebral infarction
Cerebral artery occlusion unspecified with cerebral infarct

N=6,488
0 (0)
6 (0.09)
4 (0.06)
3 (0.04)
1 (0.02)
3 (0.04)
14 (0.2)
131 (2.0)
162* (2.5)

Data are N (%). TBI, traumatic brain injury; ICD-9, International Classification of Diseases (Ninth Revision).
*Total represents 159 patients: 157 patients with a single ICD-9 code for ischemic stroke type; one patient with
two codes for stroke types (433.11, 434.91); one patient with three codes for ischemic stroke types (433.21,
434.11, 434.91).

Supplemental Table II. Distribution of ischemic stroke by age at injury (5-year intervals)
Age at
injury
(years)
≤20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50
51-55
56-60
61-65
66-70
71-75
76-80
81-85
86-90
>90

No Ischemic
Stroke
(n=6329)

Ischemic
Stroke
(n=159)

Total
(n=6488)

Ischemic
Stroke as %
of total TBI

719 (11)
834 (13)
613 (10)
467 (7)
391 (6)
474 (7)
468 (7)
500 (8)
411 (6)
368 (6)
286 (4)
213 (3)
208 (3)
197 (3)
132 (2)
47 (1)

20 (13)
22 (14)
17 (11)
11 (7)
11 (7)
6 (4)
11 (7)
9 (6)
13 (8)
15 (9)
11 (7)
4 (2)
6 (4)
1 (1)
2 (1)
0 (0)

739 (11)
856 (13)
630 (10)
478 (7)
402 (6)
480 (7)
479 (7)
509 (8)
424 (6)
383 (6)
297 (5)
217 (3)
214 (3)
198 (3)
134 (2)
47 (1)

2.7
2.6
2.7
2.3
2.7
1.2
2.3
1.8
3.1
3.9
3.7
1.8
2.8
0.5
1.5
0.0

Data are N (%). TBI, traumatic brain injury.

Supplemental Table III. Distribution of ischemic stroke by year of injury

Injury year
2007†
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015‡

No Ischemic
Stroke
(n=6329)

Ischemic
Stroke
(n=159)

Total
(n=6488)

Ischemic
Stroke as %
of total TBI

299 (4.7)
853 (13.5)
864 (13.7)
814 (12.9)
756 (11.9)
761 (12.0)
915 (14.5)
945 (14.9)
122 (1.9)

8 (5)
19 (11.9)
22 (13.8)
16 (10.1)
16 (10.1)
22 (13.8)
21 (13.2)
32 (20.1)
3 (1.9)

307 (4.7)
872 (13.4)
886 (13.7)
830 (12.8)
772 (11.9)
783 (12.1)
936 (14.4)
977 (15.1)
125 (1.9)

2.6
2.2
2.5
1.9
2.1
2.8
2.2
3.3
2.4

Data are N (%). TBI, traumatic brain injury.
†
Includes patients discharged from inpatient rehabilitation from Oct. 1, 2007 to
Dec. 31, 2007.
‡
Includes patients discharged from Jan. 1, 2015 to March 31, 2015.

Supplemental Table IV. Characteristics of select ischemic
stroke patients in sensitivity analysis of ICD-9 coding†

Patient characteristics
Demographics and clinical history
Age at injury (years)
Male
Race/Ethnicity
White
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
Asian/ Pacific Islander
American Indian/Alaska Native
Other
Alcohol (in month prior to injury)
Illicit Drugs
Atrial Fibrillation
Atrial Flutter
Hypertension
TBI injury characteristics
Initial presentation remote facilityc
Initial presentation urban hospital
Injury cause
Motor vehicle
Motorcycle
Bicycle
Gunshot
Sports
Fall
Falling/flying object
Pedestrian

N=19
34 (18-70)
14 (74)
15 (79)
2 (10)
2 (10)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
12 (63)a
3 (16)b
0 (0)
0 (0)
2 (10)
7 (37)
12 (63)
7 (37)
1 (5)
1 (5)
2 (10)
2 (10)
3 (16)
1 (5)
2 (10)

Data are N (%), median (range).
†
All patients with ischemic stroke enrolled in TBI Model Systems
National Database at Rocky Mountain Regional Brain Injury System
during study period (Oct. 1, 2007 – March 31, 2015)
a
Out of 18 patients with available data
b
Out of 18 patients with available data
c
With subsequent emergent transfer to urban hospital

Supplemental Table V. Univariate comparison of outcome by ischemic stroke incidence

Outcome measure
Rehabilitation Admission
FIMTM Motor
FIMTM Cognitive
FIMTM Total
DRS
Rehabilitation Discharge
FIMTM Motor
FIMTM Cognitive
FIMTM Total
DRS
Level of consciousness
PTA emergence (by rehabilitation discharge)
Duration of PTA (days, patients who emerged)
Duration of PTA† (days, all patients)
Days to follow commands (GCS Motor=6)
Plegia or paresis

All
(n=6,488)

No Ischemic
Stroke
(n=6,329)

Ischemic Stroke
(n=159)

p

32 (13-90)
14 (5-35)
48 (18-121)
10.5 (0-29)

33 (13-90)
14 (5-35)
48.5 (18-121)
10.5 (0-29)

23 (13-70)
11 (5-32)
35 (18-95)
13 (4-28)

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

67 (13-91)
24 (5-35)
91 (18-126)
6 (0-29)

67 (13-91)
24 (5-35)
91 (18-126)
6 (0-29)

57 (13-91)
21 (5-35)
77 (18-119)
6.25 (2-25)

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

5,144 (79)
17 (0-361)
22 (0-515)
2 (0.5-235)
584 (9)

5,030 (79)
17 (0-361)
22 (0-515)
2 (0.5-235)
543 (9)

114 (72)
26.5 (0-159)
37.5 (0-369)
2 (0.5-125)
41 (26)

0.003
<0.001
<0.001
NS
<0.001

OR

95% CI

1.700

1.195, 2.421

3.702

2.567, 5.339

Data are N (%), median (range). NS >0.100
FIMTM, Functional Independence Measure; DRS, Disability Rating Scale; PTA, post-traumatic amnesia; GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale
†
Duration is days from injury to rehabilitation discharge for patients who did not emerge by time of discharge.

